
Tie Dye Tote Bags
Week 1

  THIS MONTH'S OBJECTIVES
- Learn folding techniques to make dye patterns
- Gain familiarity with tie dying science
- Learn simple stitching to embellish

  THIS MONTH'S PROJECT
Tie dyed canvas tote bag

  PROJECT BENCHMARKS
Week 1: What is tie dye presentation; divide into groups to fold/wrap bags
Week 2: Dye bags
Week 3: Embellish
Week 4: Fiber Art stations (dye any items for students who missed last week)

  CLASS OUTLINE
:00 Arrival Activty - Drawing on scrap fabric

Cut small scraps of muslin. Provide sharpies/washable markers to decorate (save)
:05 Looking at the art of Clare Burchell (follow powerpoint)
:10 What is Tie Dye

Follow the Powerpoint to learn what we're doing this month
Each artist will need his/her journal and a pencil/eraser
Encourage note taking and doodling if an idea pops up!

:20 Wrap/Tie tote bags
Set up work stations on the floor
Begin by showing how to wrap a rubber band around the canvas.  Prepare them for a
challenging task.  "We can do hard things"

:45 Discussion
Have each group present what types of wrapping and tying they did
Write names on totes in sharpie (on the handle) Place totes in the cubbies to dye next week

:55 Wrapping up
Remind everyone to wear old clothes from here on out!

:00 Dismiss
Say goodbye at the door to students and parents!



Tie Dye Tote Bags
Week 2

  THIS MONTH'S OBJECTIVES
- Learn folding techniques to make dye patterns
- Gain familiarity with tie dying science
- Learn simple stitching to embellish

  THIS MONTH'S PROJECT
Tie dyed canvas tote bag

  PROJECT BENCHMARKS
Week 1: What is tie dye presentation; divide into groups to fold/wrap bags
Week 2: Dye bags
Week 3: Embellish
Week 4: Fiber Art stations (dye any items for students who missed last week)

  CLASS OUTLINE
:00 Arrival Activity - Brushing water onto scrap fabric

From last week.  Washable with RUN.  Sharpies will not.
PLACE CLASS TOTES IN SODA ASH FOR 5 MINUTES AT THE START OF CLASS
:10 Tie Dying Lesson

Use only the bottles designated for your class
Demonstrate how to sqirt the dye into the fabric successfully
- without making a mess
- without wasting dye
- without making brown
- while covering as much white as possible

:20 Tie Dying
All artists need gloves.  If they rip, they need a new pair
Remove totes from soda ash and squeeze
Each tote goes on a cookie sheet at all times
Set up tie dye stations with multiple, not-full squirt bottles at each table
Have a stack of paper towels (off the roll) for quick clean up.
This is quiet work time

:45 Finishing
Once the totes are done, place in a plastic bag and seal.  Do not remove the extra air.  
Write names on bags (doublely making sure names on on them).
Place bags in cubbies
WE WILL RINSE AND LAUNDER FOR THEM. (yeah, admin duties!)

:55 Wrapping up
Remind everyone to wear old clothes from here on out!

:00 Dismiss
Say goodbye at the door to students and parents!



Tie Dye Tote Bags
Week 3

  THIS MONTH'S OBJECTIVES
- Learn folding techniques to make dye patterns
- Gain familiarity with tie dying science
- Learn simple stitching to embellish

  THIS MONTH'S PROJECT
Tie dyed canvas tote bag

  PROJECT BENCHMARKS
Week 1: What is tie dye presentation; divide into groups to fold/wrap bags
Week 2: Dye bags
Week 3: Embellish
Week 4: Fiber Art stations (dye any items for students who missed last week)

  CLASS OUTLINE
:00 Arrival Activity - Find your dyed tote bag

Does it look like you expected it to look?  Look around and everyone elses!
:10 Learning how to embelish

Demonstrate how to sew a running stitch and a whip stitch.  Show how to sew on a button.
Demonstrate how to add minimalistic and meaningful sharpie details to the bag.

:25 Finishing
Set up stations for sewing and drawing
Allow artists to work freely on finishing their bags.
Remember to work "in the round"
THIS IS QUIET WORK TIME

:45 Sharing time and photos of finished work!
:00 Dismiss

Say goodbye at the door to students and parents!



Tie Dye Tote Bags
Week 1

  THIS MONTH'S OBJECTIVES
- Learn folding techniques to make dye patterns
- Gain familiarity with tie dying science
- Learn simple stitching to embellish

  THIS MONTH'S PROJECT
Tie dyed canvas tote bag

  PROJECT BENCHMARKS
Week 1: What is tie dye presentation; divide into groups to fold/wrap bags
Week 2: Dye bags
Week 3: Embellish
Week 4: Fiber Art stations (dye any items for students who missed last week)

  CLASS OUTLINE
:00 Arrival Activty - Drawing on scrap fabric

Cut small scraps of muslin. Provide sharpies, washable markers, and water to decorate.
:10 Stations

Embroidery and weaving
Pom Pom Making
Fabric scraps and sewing needles
Also, hot glue, sequins, buttons, etc

:45 Discussion and pictures.  Share final projects with the class!
:55 Wrapping up

Make sure all the final projects go home.  
:00 Dismiss

Say goodbye at the door to students and parents!


